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Abstract  Öz 

Recently, the rapid development of video editing software has made 
video forgery applicable. Researchers have proposed methods to detect 
forged video frames. These methods utilize codec properties, motion 
artifacts, noise effect and frame similarity to detect forgery. Execution 
time and low detection accuracy are the two main drawbacks of forgery 
detection methods reported in the literature. In this study, a new frame 
duplication detection method using Local Difference Binary (LDB) is 
proposed to extract features from the frames. Distance between similar 
frames that have similar feature vectors are is used by the method to 
estimate Distance of Forgery and to determine the exact location of 
duplicated frames. PSNR between similar frames are is then used to 
group them into three classes, and rule-based mechanism reports 
forged frames according to the membership to classes. Experimental 
results indicate that the proposed method has lower execution time with 
higher accuracy than similar works. 

 Son yıllarda, video düzenleme yazılımının hızlı gelişimi video 
sahteciliğini uygulanabilir hale getirmiştir. Araştırmacılar sahte video 
karelerini tespit etmek için yöntemler önermiştir. Bu yöntemler 
sahteciliği tespit etmek için kodek özelliklerini, hareket artefaktlarını, 
gürültü etkisini ve çerçeve benzerliğini kullanmaktadır. Literatürde 
sahtecilik tespiti için önerilen yöntemlerin iki ana dezavantajı çalışma 
zamanı ve düşük tespit doğruluğudur. Bu çalışmada, çerçevelerden 
özellikler çıkarmak için Yerel Fark İkililerini (LDB) kullanan yeni bir 
çerçeve tekrarlama tespit yöntemi önerilmiştir. Benzer özellik 
vektörlerine sahip benzer çerçeveler arasındaki mesafe, Sahtecilik 
Mesafesini tahmin etmek ve kopyalanan çerçevelerin tam yerini 
belirlemek için kullanılmaktadır. Benzer çerçeveler arasındaki PSNR 
daha sonra bunları üç sınıfa gruplamak için kullanılır ve kural tabanlı 
mekanizma sahte çerçeveleri sınıf üyeliklerine göre raporlar. Deneysel 
sonuçlar, önerilen yöntemin, benzer çalışmalara kıyasla daha yüksek 
hassasiyetle daha düşük uygulama süresine sahip olduğunu 
göstermektedir. 

Keywords: Video forgery, LDB, Frame duplication detection, Distance 
of forgery. 

 Anahtar kelimeler: Video sahteciliği, LDB, Çerçeve tekrarlama 
tespiti, Sahtecilik uzaklığı. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, anti-forensic researches on multimedia files 
(such as image, video, etc.) gains popularity in literature. Two 
factors are effective on increasing attention: Widespread usage 
of multimedia files in daily life and development of easily usable 
multimedia editing tools. Multimedia files can be captured by 
image acquisition tools such as camcorder, cell phone, etc. at 
anytime and anywhere and they can be used for various 
purposes such as for diagnostic purposes in medical systems, 
as an evidence in courts. Easily usable multimedia editing tools 
makes easy to modify the content of a multimedia file for 
malicious intentions. Thus, a new problem was raised with an 
increase in widespread usage of multimedia acquisition tools 
and development of easily usable multimedia editing tools: 
Authenticity of the multimedia files.  

Two approaches are used in the literature for ensuring the 
authenticity of the multimedia files: Active and Passive 
methods. The former method constructs the specially created 
information called watermark and embeds it into the 
multimedia files using special techniques. However, active 
methods necessitate usage of specially written software to 
embed the watermark information into the image, or specially 
equipped hardware must be used during the capturing of 
multimedia files. Researchers suggested methods that fall into 
the second category to authenticate multimedia files because 
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using software or hardware before image acquisition is 
somehow troublesome. Passive methods do not necessitate any 
priori information to authenticate the multimedia files and they 
use statistical properties of the files to determine the forgery. 
Recently, various passive methods have been proposed to deal 
with image and video authentication problem. In this work, we 
are especially interested of video authentication problem 
because less effort has been made in that field compared to 
image authentication area.  

Wang et al. have suggested the first passive method for video 
authentication in 2006 [1]. Their technique uses an evidence to 
decide the forgery. Doubly compressed MPEG video sequence 
introduces specific artifacts and their absence in a video 
designates a forgery operation. After this work, in 2007 Wang 
et al. suggested another technique [2]. In their method, the 
forged video is divided into subsequences and is calculated 
correlation matrix for each overlapping subsequences is 
calculated. The correlation coefficient value between two 
matrixes gives a clue about the similarity of corresponding 
subsequences. If the correlation coefficient is larger than a 
predefined threshold value, the algorithm divides the frames 
into non-overlapping blocks and consults the similarity of the 
corresponding blocks in two sequences. Another technique 
proposed by Wang et al. detected traces of forgery in de-
interlaced and interlaced videos [3]. Their method shows that 
forgery operation disturbs correlations introduced by the 
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camera or software de-interlacing algorithms. It also uses that 
the motion between fields of a single frame and across fields of 
adjacent frames should be equal for interlaced videos. In 2008, 
Luo et al. explored the temporal patterns of the blocking 
artifacts in video sequences [4]. Their method showed that 
various types of frames contain different block artifacts in 
MPEG compression and a group of pictures (GOP) has a regular 
pattern. Recompression after the forgery operation that 
removes some frames from the original MPEG video file affects 
the block artifact strength of the recompressed video, and the 
method uses this artifact to detect forgery operation. Wang et 
al. consulted a double quantization effect in the test video to 
determine the forgery operation [5]. Their study also uses 
attributes of MPEG standards to determine the forgery 
operation. In 2009, Su et al. detected frame deletion forgery in 
MPEG files [6]. Motion-compensated edge artifacts are used to 
determine the modification on correlation between adjacent 
frames. Break point indicates the point where frame deletion 
occurs. In the same year, Zhang et al. exploited Ghost shadow 
artifact to detect removed objects from a video by inpainting 
operations [7]. Their method segments each frame into static 
background and moving foreground and computes optical flow 
to create foreground music. Accumulative differences between 
frames are also used to create moving foreground track. If 
foreground track does not consistent with foreground mosaic, 
the method decides the forgery. Hu et al. obtained temporally 
informative representative images from the subsequences and 
used their DCT coefficients for fingerprint generation [8]. Their 
results show that the algorithm is robust against MPEG 
compression. Lin et al. utilized spatial and temporal similarity 
to detect duplicated subsequences and firstly extracted 
candidate clips that give similar histograms [9]. The spatial 
similarity is then consulted to determine the exact location of 
forgery operation. Sun et al. used MPEG double compression 
traces to detect forgery [10]. The method obtained feature 
vector of size 1x12 from each group of pictures (GoP) and 
adopted machine-learning framework to improve the detection 
accuracy. In 2012, Subramanyam et al. proposed a video 
forgery detection method using Histogram of Gradients (HoG) 
features [11]. The authors prefer to use HoG as feature 
extraction method due to its robustness against various signal-
processing manipulations. Their method also utilized MPEG 
properties to detect temporal similarity. Kancherla et al. 
applied Markov Models to motion in videos to detect video 
forgery. Their method emphasized that motion information is 
extracted from the video by applying collusion on successive 
frames that gives base frame. The algorithm extracts motion 
frame by subtracting actual frame and base frame. Markov 
model is used to model the motion. When pattern recognition 
is applied to the extracted features, the algorithm decides the 
forgery operation. In 2013, Chao et al. used optical flow 
consistency to detect forgery operation [12]. Optical flow is 
generated by the method, and the type of the forgery is 
determined (Frame deletion or frame insertion). The method 
applies two different algorithms to detect forged sequences 
according to the forgery type. Lin et al. determined temporal 
similarity using histogram difference of two adjacent frames in 
the RGB color space [13]. If temporal similarity exists between 
two subsequences in a test video, the method calculates spatial 
similarity between corresponding frames of subsequences. A 
classifier is constructed to label the videos as forged or not 
according to the results of spatial and temporal similarity. Liao 
et al. extracted Tamura texture features from each frame of 
video and an eigenvector matrix is created using these features 

[14]. The matrix is lexicographically sorted, and vectors in each 
row are compared to determine the forged sequences. Lin et al. 
proposed a method for the detection of region-level forgery 
from test videos [15]. Their method investigated two inpainting 
operations: temporal copy paste and exemplar-based texture 
synthesis. Spatio temporal coherence analysis, tampered slice 
detection and region localization are realized by the method. Su 
et al. calculated the features of difference between frames by 
using k-Singular Value Decomposition (kSVD) [16]. Features 
are transformed into smaller space with random projection and 
then the features are clustered using k-means. The final result 
denotes the detection result. In 2014, Yang et al. proposed a 
similarity-analysis based method for frame duplication 
detection [17]. SVD is applied to each frame and features are 
obtained. Euclidean distance is measured between the features 
of each frame and the reference frame. Similarities between the 
subsequence of features denote the forgery operation. A finer 
analysis is applied to the candidate subsequences via block 
analysis to detect the exact location of forgery. Singh et al. 
proposed a passive method with two different algorithms to 
detect frame and region duplication forgeries in videos [23]. 
The algorithm I of proposed method detects frame duplication 
forgery in videos by obtaining the mean features of each video 
frame for evaluating the correlation between sequences. The 
algorithm II detects these region duplication forgeries in videos 
by locating the position of error with threshold process. In 
2017, Ulutas et al. used binary features to detect frame 
mirroring and frame duplication forgery [24]. The method 
extracts binary features from frames and determines the 
similarity among features. The same authors also proposed 
another study based on BoW model to detect frame duplication 
forgery in 2018 [25]. Their method uses BoW to create visual 
words and build a dictionary from Scale Independent Feature 
Transform (SIFT) keypoints of frames in video. 

In recent years, some works also consider deep learning 
techniques to detect object based forgeries on the videos  
[26]-[30]. [26] utilized from CNN based deep learning approach 
to detect object based forgery. However, forgery process 
considered by their work does not use frame duplication or 
insertion technique. Their technique considers object based 
forgery. In 2018, Bakas et al. proposed a deep learning 
architecture which utilizes artifacts in the I-frames to detect 
double quantization. They used TRACE library for their 
comparisons [27]. [28] constructs their method using I3D and 
Siamens network to detect video forgery operation. Their 
method implements coarse to fine approach to detect forged 
sequences. Frame and video level forgery detection are realized 
by their method. In 2019, Raveendra et al. Detected double 
compression artifacts by adapting Markov based features [29]. 
Gabor features are then used for forgery detection as a feature 
for deep neural network. They construct a dataset to show the 
effectiveness of their method. D’Avino et al. performed video 
forgery detection using deep learning with an architecture 
based on recurrent neural networks and auto encoder [30]. 
Autoencoder learns model of the source using a few pristine 
frames. If the material does not fit the learned model, the 
method classifies it as forged video.   

While some methods reported above are using codec 
characteristics of the video [1],[3]-[5],[10]-[11], some of them 
assume that the malicious user modifies the motion in the video 
and motion analysis can be used to find the trace of forgery  
[6]-[7],[12],[15],[16]. The other methods given in 
[2],[8],[9],[13],[14],[17] extract features from the frames and 
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search subsequences that give similar features. The methods in 
the last category are independent of video codec properties and 

they don’t use motion artifacts as a clue for forgery 
determination. 

In this work, we proposed a new codec and motion independent 
frame duplication detection method. The main motivation of 
the method is to ensure improved accuracy with less execution 
time. We used a new binary descriptor proposed by Yang et al. 
in 2014 called by Local Difference Binary (LDB) to extract 
features from the frames [18]. LDB achieves similar 
computational speed and robustness as state-of-the-art binary 
descriptors with higher distinctiveness as stated by the 
authors. LDB feature vectors that are extracted from the frames 
are compared to determine the similar frames and then a new 
method called by Distance of Forgery is applied on the similar 
frames to decide the exact distance between the replicated 
subsequences. Frame pairs obtained from these two steps 
(feature extraction and the determination of exact distance) are 
the candidate pairs. In the last step, the method clusters the 
pairs into three groups (highly similar, similar, less similar) 
according to PSNR value between them. The method decides 
the forged sequences on the test video using the number of 
elements in the clusters.  

Similar works in the literature [2],[13],[17],[23],[24],[25] are 
realized to make a fair comparison with the proposed method. 
Experimental results show that the proposed method gives 
better Detection Accuracy, Precision Rate and Recall Rate 
compared to similar works [2],[13],[17],[23]-[25]. When 
execution time is considered, the method determines the forged 
sequences faster than the others [2],[13],[17],[23],[24,[25]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines 
the method to extract features from the frames, LDB. The 
details of the method and experimental results are given in 
Section 3 and Section 4 respectively. Some conclusions are also 
drawn in the last section. 

2 Local difference binary 

Yang et al. introduced a new binary descriptor called LDB in 
2014 [18]. This new feature description technique ensures 
higher distinctiveness compared to similar binary feature 
extraction techniques [19]-[22]. LDB divides the image into 
grids, and use average pixel values of the grids and first-order 
gradients to generate descriptor.  

Assume that the image I is divided into nxn equal-sized grids. 
The feature extraction technique extracts information from 
each cell and applies binary tests on them to obtain 
representative feature. Let F denotes the function that is used 
for information extraction from the cells. The equation given in 
(1) shows the binary test 𝜏 and i, j denote the cells in the current 
image. It gets two values and compares their values to generate 
binary information. 

𝜏(𝐹(𝑖), 𝐹(𝑗)) = {
1,
0,
𝑖𝑓 ((𝐹(𝑖) − 𝐹(𝑗)) > 0) ∧ 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (1) 

The F is determined in [18] as the average function due to its 
computational speed. The average function is applied to each 
cell to extract information. However, the authors emphasized 
that using average pixel value for representative purposes is 
too coarse approach. First-order gradients of image I are also 
evaluated to improve the resiliency of the feature extraction 
technique. Function F returns three results for a cell denoted by 

i using (2) where 𝐼(𝑖, 𝑘) denotes the kth pixel of ith cell and m 
represents the number of pixels in a cell. 

𝐹 = {
1

𝑚
∑𝐼(𝑖, 𝑘)

𝑚

𝑘=1

, 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑥(𝑖), 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑦(𝑖)} (2) 

The first result of F is the average intensity pixel value of ith cell. 
The last two results denoted by 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑥(𝑖) and 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑦(𝑖) 

are the average values in the regional gradients of grid cell i in 
the x and y directions respectively.  

The Feature extraction algorithm obtains three results for each 
cell and performs binary comparison given in (1) on pairwise 
grid cells to compare the corresponding results. LDB descriptor 
is constructed with 3𝑛2(𝑛2 − 1) 2⁄  (that is the total number of 
comparisons) binary values. 

Choosing the best grid size used for feature extraction is 
another problem. If the size of the cells is selected to be small, 
the descriptor’s stability would be lower however it can capture 
more details. Otherwise, the descriptor would be more stable 
however it was coarser. The authors proposed to combine the 
results of multiple-gridding choices. For example, if an image is 
divided into 2x2 and 3x3 cells, binary results obtained from 
them are combined to form the descriptor.  

In this work, we used 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 to form the cells and 
combine the binary results to create a feature vector for each 
frame of size 1x486 bits. 18 bits are obtained from pairwise 
comparison of 2x2 cells and 108, 360 bits are calculated from 
3x3 and 4x4 cells respectively.  

3 Proposed method 

In this section we give the details of the proposed video forgery 
detection method, which detects duplicated frames in the 
forged video. Figure 1 shows an example of frame duplication 
forgery. 

 

Figure 1. Video frame duplication forgery example. 

First two frames of the original video are copied and pasted 
onto frames 4 and 5, as can be seen in figure. The ball in the 
scene will disappear due to the frame duplication forgery. A 
general framework of the algorithm is also given in Figure 2. 

The algorithm consists of four parts: Feature Extraction from 
the frames, Determination of the Distance of Forgery, Grouping 
the similar frames. The algorithm firstly divides the video into 
frames and extracts features from the frames using LDB. 
Feature vectors are used to determine similar frames. The 
distance between the copied and replicated sequences are then 
estimated by using the Distance of Forgery method that uses the 
list of similar frames. This method gets the similar frames as 
input and decides the distance between the copied and 
replicated parts. Similar frame pairs that violate the 
determined distance are extracted from the similar frames list. 
In the last step, the algorithm groups the similar frame pairs 
into three classes (highly similar, similar, less similar) 
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according to their PSNR values. The algorithm decides the 
forged sequences using the member of classes. The algorithm 
will be explained in details as below. 

Feature Extraction from the frames using LDB  

The method divides the video into frames to extract features 
from them as the first step. LDB is used to extract binary 
information from the frames and then similar frames are 
determined from their corresponding feature vectors by 
calculating Hamming distance. Assume that input video with N 

frame is denoted by 𝑉 = {𝑉𝑖|𝑖 = 1⋯𝑁}. The method calculates 

the gradients of 𝑉𝑖  in x and y directions, 𝐺𝑥
𝑖  and 𝐺𝑦

𝑖 . The frame 

and its gradients are divided into 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 cells 
respectively and average values are calculated from each cell.  

 

Figure 2. General flow diagram of the proposed method. 

The total of 18-bit information is obtained from binary 
comparisons on 2x2 cells on the current frame and its 
gradients. Figure 3 shows the graphical demonstration of 
extracting the binary information from 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 cells. 
The algorithm also divides the frame and its gradients into 3x3 
and 4x4 cells and calculates average intensity values from each 
cell and its gradients. 

 

Figure 3. Graphical demonstration of feature extraction 
method for 2x2 cells. 

When the cells in 3x3 configuration are considered, each cell is 
compared with the remainders. The first cell is compared with 
other eight cells; second cell is compared with other seven cells 
and so on. Thus, 108 bits are obtained from the (8 × 9) 2⁄ = 36 
comparisons that are realized on 𝑉𝑖 , 𝐺𝑥

𝑖  and 𝐺𝑦
𝑖 . 360 bits are 

obtained in the same manner when the cells in 4x4 
configuration are considered. 

As a result, a feature vector of size 1x486(18+108+360) is 
obtained from each frame. Assume that feature vectors that 
represent the corresponding frames denoted by 

𝐹 = {𝐹𝑖|𝑖 = 1⋯𝑁}. Each vector has 486 binary values and the 

algorithm expects duplicated frames that have similar feature 
vectors. Two feature vectors correspond to the same frames 
cannot be equal due to the compression artifacts. 

Determine the Similar Frames via Hamming Distance and 
Inserts Similar Frame Pair Indexes into List S 

The method determines similar frames using feature vectors. 
Each feature vector is compared with vectors, which follows it. 
Hamming distance is used for comparison purposes due to 
binary values in the vectors. Assume that the current feature 
vector be 𝐹𝑖 . The vectors from 𝐹𝑖+𝑤 to 𝐹𝑁 are tested to 
determine the similarity. The algorithm starts to test after w 
vectors because neighboring frames give similar vectors. The 

condition given in (3) is used to compare 𝐹𝑖  with 𝐹𝑗 and 𝐹𝑘
𝑖  

denotes the kth element of ith vector. If the number of 
corresponding different elements does not exceed a predefined 
threshold value t, the algorithm assumes that two vectors are 
similar and inserts their index values into similar frames list S. 

∑
𝑘=1

486

(𝐹𝑘
𝑖⨁𝐹𝑘

𝑗
) ⩽ 𝑡 ⇒ 𝑆1

𝑡 = 𝑖, 𝑆2
𝑡 = 𝑗 (3) 

In the last of this part, the list S that contains similar frame pairs 
are transferred to the following step to determine the distance 
of forgery. 

Create the distance histogram from S and extracts local 
maximum points from the histogram 

The method determines the distance between the copied and 
replicated sequences using the similar frames list S. The list 
contains two columns, which designates index values of the 
copied and replicated frames respectively. The method 
calculates the distance between the frame indexes and 
constructs absolute distance vector D.  

𝐷𝑡 = |𝑆1
𝑡 − 𝑆2

𝑡| (4) 

The method calculates the histogram of D to determine the 
frequencies of distances. Assume that histogram of D denoted 
by H. Local maximum values in the histogram shows the 
distances that are encountered frequently in the similar frames 
list S. These values in H are extracted and accumulated in a list 
𝐿 = {𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖|𝑖 ∈ [1⋯ 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟]} where 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟  denotes 
the number of local maximums in the current histogram. For 
example, if the current histogram contains four maximum 
values, the list will contain four elements that are encountered 
frequently compared to others in S. 

Calculate the Correctness of Each Peak Value and Determine the 
Distance of Forgery 

Each local maximum point is evaluated to determine the 
accuracy of it. Assume that the current maximum point will be 
evaluated be 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖. Similar frame pair indexes are extracted 
from S such that the distance between them is equal to 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖. 
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The equation given in (5) is used to filter the frame pairs from 
D. 

𝐷𝑡 = 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 ⇒ 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝1
𝑡 = 𝑆1

𝑡 , 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝2
𝑡 = 𝑆1

𝑡  (5) 

The list temp contains indexes of frames such that their distance 
is equal to 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖. The method calculates first derivative of temp 
along the first column and second column respectively and 
obtains difx1 and difx2 vectors. If a forgery operation has been 
occurred in the test video, index values of similar frames must 
be consecutive. For example, if 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 = 40 and the frames 
between 10-30 are copied and pasted onto the 50-70, the list 
temp must contain frame pairs that are consecutive such as 
𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = {1050,1151,1252,1353,1454,⋯ ,3070}. Thus, difx1 and 
difx2 are obtained to be {111⋯1} and {111⋯1} respectively. 
However, the values in temp cannot contain correct results all 
the time due to the compression artifacts and some frame pairs 

cannot be detected by the algorithm in a consecutive manner 
such as 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 = {1050,1252,1353,1555,⋯ ,3070}. In this case 
the first derivative of the first and second columns will be 
{212⋯1} and {212⋯1}. 

The algorithm as seen in the Figure 4 evaluates the first 
derivatives and decides the correctness of the 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖. A window 
of size 1xw is constructed using 1-values and is slided onto the 
difx1 and difx2 to determine the correctness of the peak value. 
Euclidean distance between the window and the difx1 and difx2 
are calculated at each step separately and inserted into fx1 and 
fx2 respectively. If the peak value corresponds to the distance of 
forgery, the window will correlate the derivatives and elements 
of fx1 and fx2 will be smaller than a threshold value th. 
Otherwise, fx1 and fx2 contain elements that are larger than th 
and the algorithm ignores the peak value.  

 

 

Figure 4. General flow diagram of the DoF. 
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The equation given in (6) is applied on to the fx1 and fx2  of size 
1xM to decide the correctness of the local maximum value and 
the correctness score 𝑐𝑠𝑖 for 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 and itself are inserted into a 
list corr. 

𝑐𝑠𝑖 = ∑
𝑡=1

𝑀
(𝑓𝑥1

𝑡 ⩽ 𝑓𝑥1
𝑡) ∧ (𝑓𝑥2

𝑡 ⩽ 𝑓𝑥1
𝑡) ⇒ 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟1

𝑡

= 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖, 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟2
𝑡 = 𝑐𝑠𝑖 

(6) 

Where 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 contains the values that give an idea about the 
correctness of the corresponding peak values 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖, 𝑐𝑠𝑖. The 
steps given above are applied on the other peak values and the 
list corr will be created. Local maximum value 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 that has 
the maximum correctness score 𝑐𝑠𝑖, is chosen to be Distance of 
Forgery, DoF. 

Filter S according to DoF 

The proposed method filters the similar frames list S with DoF 
using (7) to create modified list modS. The following subsection 
uses modS as the input to determine the exact location of 
forgery. 

𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷𝑜𝐹 ⇒ 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑆1
𝑖 = 𝑆1

𝑖 , 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑆2
𝑖 = 𝑆2

𝑖  (7) 

Group the frame pairs in modS into three groups according to the 
PSNR value 

In this part of the algorithm, similar frame list modS is grouped 
into three sections: Highly similar frames, similar frames and 
less similar frames. Peak to Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to 
group the frame pairs. PSNR gives an idea about the similarity 
of two images. The method uses the following ranges for 
grouping purposes. Less similar, Similar and Highly Similar as 
given in (8) lists contain frame pairs according to their 
similarity. 

(𝑡1 ≤ 𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 < 𝑡2) → 𝐿𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟
(𝑡2 ≤ 𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 < 𝑡3) → 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟

(𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 ≥ 𝑡3) → 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟

 (8) 

 

PSNR is calculated for each similar frame pairs in modS and they 
are grouped according to the PSNR. Assume that the lists 
denoted by LSim, Sim and HSim contain frame pairs after 
grouping operation and 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝐿𝑆𝑖𝑚) gives the number of frame 
pairs in the current list. If the third group HSim contains similar 
frames, the method determines the frame pairs in this group as 
forged frames. Otherwise, the method signs the frame pairs in 
that group (Sim or LSim) which has more elements as forged. 

The method can be given in the form of steps as follow. 

The general outline of the proposed algorithm 

❖ Divide the video into frames, 

❖ Extract corresponding feature vectors from each frame, 

❖ Compare the feature vectors using (3) and inserts similar 
pairs into list S, 

❖ Constructs distance vector D using (4), 

❖ Find local maximum points of D and inserts them into L. 

❖ Repeat the following steps for 𝑖 ∈ [1⋯ 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟] 

➢ temp  Extracts the frame pairs which their distance 
values equal to 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 from S, 

➢ difx1  Calculates the first derivative of the first 
column of temp, 

➢ difx2  Calculates the first derivative of the second 
column of temp, 

➢ Slides a window of size 1xw with 1-values over difx1 
and calculates Euclidean distance at each step. Inserts 
Euclidean distance results to a list fx1, 

➢ Slides a window of size 1xw with 1-values over difx2 
and calculates Euclidean distance at each step. Inserts 
Euclidean distance results to a list fx2, 

➢ Determine the correctness score (𝑐𝑠𝑖) for the current 
peak value 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 using (6) and embeds the 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 and 
their correctness value 𝑐𝑠𝑖 into list corr, 

❖ Determine DoF as the point 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖, which has maximum 
correctness score as in, 

❖ Filter S using DoF as in (7), 

❖ Calculate PSNR values between similar frame pairs and 
then grouped them according to their PSNR values. The 
lists LSim, Sim and HSim contain frame pairs that are fall 
into the less similar, similar and highly similar groups 
according to the given ranges. 

➢  If 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝐻𝑆𝑖𝑚) > 0   The method determines the 
frames in this list as forged, 

➢ Else If 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑆𝑖𝑚 > 𝐿𝑆𝑖𝑚), 

▪ The method determines the frames in Sim list as 
forge 

➢ Else 

▪ The method determines the frames in LSim list as 
forged. 

4 Experimental Results 

In this section, the results of the proposed method on a number 
of frame duplicated forged videos are given. The experiments 
are implemented with 2.4 GHz dual-core i7 processor running 
Matlab R2014b. Tests are performed on a set of forged videos 
created by Virtual Dub, an open-source video editor. Test 
videos were downloaded from SULFA-Surrey University 
Library for Forensic Analysis [15], to create forged samples. 
Each video is approximately 10 seconds long with resolution of 
320×240 and 30 frames per second. All videos have been shot 
after carefully considering both temporal and spatial video 
characteristics. 

Videos, can_220_book, can_220_flap(1), can_220_flap(2), 
can_220_garden(1), can_220_garden(4), can_220_man(2), 
can_220_road(1), can_220_room(3), can_220_street(3), 
fuji_2800_man (2), fuji_2800_outdoor(4), fuji_2800_road(2),  
fuji_2800_road(5),fuji_2800_stair_outdoori,can_220_hallway(2
),fuji_2800_busstop(4),nik_s3000_ball,nik_s3000_bridge(1),ni
k_s3000_indoor_stairs are used to create the test video 
database. In order to compare proposed method with other 
studies, these videos were selected from the videos used by 
other studies in the literature. 23 forged test videos are created 
and used during the tests and the details are given in Table 1. 
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Test database can be available 
at http://ceng2.ktu.edu.tr/%7Egulutas/test_database.rar. 

Table 1. Test Videos. 

Test video Original Tampered Forgery operation 
Vid. 1 407 457 170-220 are copied behind 

10 
Vid. 2 369 429 100-160 are copied behind 

315 
Vid. 3 

 
332 372 60-100 are copied behind 

280 
Vid.4 353 403 200-250 are copied behind 

10 
Vid. 5 361 401 100-140 are copied behind 

180 
Vid. 6 390 440 110-160 are copied behind 

10 
Vid. 7 301 371 150-220 are copied behind 

240 
Vid. 8 436 476 220-260 are copied behind 

130 
Vid. 9 270 310 30-70 are copied behind 

130 
Vid. 10 421 481 85-145 are copied behind 

220 
Vid. 11 380 430 110-160 are copied behind 

20 
Vid. 12 310 350 30-70 are copied behind 

130 
Vid. 13 310 340 179-209 are copied behind 

220 
Vid. 14 310 340 2-32 are copied behind  

70 
Vid. 15 380 430 5-55 are copied behind  

187 
Vid. 16 460 500 223-263 are copied behind 

60 
Vid. 17 370 410 40-80 are copied behind 

215 
Vid. 18 142 182 223-263 are copied behind 

60 
Vid. 19 355 410 5-60 are copied behind  

190 
Vid. 20 363 400 138-175 are copied behind 

5 
Vid. 21 344 394 120-170 are copied behind 

220 
Vid. 22 293 323 250-280 are copied behind 

10 
Vid. 23 188 228 10-50 are copied behind 

105 

Forged videos were created using at least 30 frames to present 
scenarios that cannot be noticed by the human eye. Even if this 
is not taken into consideration, the proposed method will 
detect frame duplication forgery with less than 30 frames. 
Because in the proposed method, the features are extracted 
from frames, not from frame groups. 

Threshold values have been set as t=5, th=2, w=10, t1=30, t2=34, 
t3=37 during the experiments. However, threshold value t 
showing the number of different elements which decides the 
similarity of the feature vectors is important on the detection 
ability of the method. It is for this reason that we carried out an 
experiment to select the best threshold value before the 
comparison tests. The value of t is varied in range [5, 10, 15, 20, 
486] and PR and RRs are obtained for the test videos, as given 
in Table 1. Figure 5 indicates that the lowest value for t is 5 
which gives significiantly better PR and RRs. Therefore, we 
select t to be 5 for the video data set and the results obtained in 
the comparison tests are calculated with this value of threshold. 

 

Figure 5. Choosing the best threshold value, t. 

The details of the forgery operations on the test videos are 
listed in Table 1. For instance, in Vid. 2 the frames between 100 
and 160 are copied and inserted after the 315th frame to 
generate the forged video. While the length of the original video 
is 407, the total length becomes 457 after forgery operation. 
Forged videos are then encoded with open source MPEG-4 
(Level 5 Advanced Simple Profile, ASP@L5) algorithm of Xvid 
codec after the forgery with an open-source video editing tool, 
Virtual Dub.  

We test the effectiveness of the proposed frame duplication 
detection technique using three metrics reported in the 
literature: Precision rate (PR), Recall Rate (RR) and Detection 
Accuracy (DA). These metrics give an idea about the detection 
capability of the proposed method and the definitions for them 
are given in (9) respectively. 

𝑃𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
 

𝑅𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝐷𝐴 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

(9) 

Where FN, FP, TN and TP denote “forged is detected as 
authentic”, “authentic is detected as forged”, “forged is detected 
as forged” and “authentic is detected as authentic” respectively. 
The total number of detections is given by TP+TN and the total 
number of frames is calculated by FN+FP+TN+TP. Thus, DA 
gives a clue about the detection performance of the proposed 
method. If FP increases, PR decreases and if FN increases RR 
decreases. Thus, False alarm ratio of the algorithm is tested 
using PR and RR. Higher PR and RR values indicate that the 
algorithm generates fewer false alarms. 

The First experiment tests the proposed method on the forged 
videos given in Table 1 and calculates the average PR, RR and 
DA values. Table 2 also shows the detailed PR, RR and DA values 
of the proposed method for each test videos. 

The method is also compared to similar works in the literature 
[2],[13],[17],[23]-[25] to show effectiveness. This works use 
SULFA database and ınternet videos. Therefore, we also 
recoded this works for testing their results on our dataset to 
make a fair comparison. Figure 6 indicates the average PR 
values of the methods when the test videos are used for testing 
purposes. The method gives higher PR value compared to the 
method in [2],[13],[17],[23]-[25]. When RR values are 
evaluated, the method has the highest RR value after [25] as can 
be seen in Figure 6. Higher RR value indicates that the method 
detects forged frames with more accuracy. Figure 6 also shows 
the performance of the method when DA values are considered. 
DA values give an idea about the general performance of the 

http://ceng2.ktu.edu.tr/~gulutas/test_database.rar
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system. While the method has approximately %96.43 DA, the 
others have worse overall performance as can be seen in  
Figure 6. 

Table 2. Detailed PR, RR and DA values for the proposed 
method. 

Test Video PR RR DA 
Vid. 1 1 0.99 0.99 
Vid. 2 0.99 0.98 0.98 
Vid. 3 1 0.99 0.99 
Vid. 4 1 0.90 0.92 
Vid. 5 1 0.98 0.98 
Vid. 6 1 0.99 0.98 
Vid. 7 1 0.97 0.98 
Vid. 8 0.93 0.99 0.94 
Vid. 9 0.99 0.93 0.94 

Vid. 10 0.88 0.99 0.94 
Vid. 11 1 0.99 0.99 
Vid. 12 1 0.98 0.98 
Vid. 13 1 0.95 0.94 
Vid. 14 1 0.99 0.99 
Vid. 15 1 0.99 0.99 
Vid. 16 1 0.98 0.98 
Vid. 17 1 0.98 0.98 
Vid. 18 1 0.94 0.95 
Vid. 19 1 0.99 0.99 
Vid. 20 1 0.95 0.96 
Vid. 21 1 0.9865 0.9898 
Vid. 22 0.9962 0.81 0.81 
Vid. 23 1 0.88 0.91 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Performance comparisons of the proposed method. 

The second experiment evaluates the execution time of the 
proposed method and compares it with similar works in the 
literature. Table 3 shows the total execution time and per frame 
execution time of the proposed method. When the total 
execution times are considered, the average execution time for 
the proposed method is approximately 8.5s second as can be 
seen in Table 3. The average execution time per frame is 
approximately 0.021s for the method. 

Table 3: Total and per frame execution times for each test 
video. 

Video Execution Time 
 Total time Time 

Vid. 1 9.76 0.024 
Vid. 2 10.23 0.024 
Vid. 3 8.51 0.023 
Vid. 4 9.25 0.023 
Vid. 5 7.98 0.022 
Vid. 6 8.9 0.023 
Vid. 7 8.43 0.023 
Vid. 8 10.355 0.024 
Vid. 9 7.22 0.022 

Vid. 10 9.88 0.023 
Vid. 11 8.68 0.023 
Vid. 12 7.13 0.023 
Vid. 13 8.35 0.023 
Vid. 14 8.44 0.023 
Vid. 15 8.96 0.024 
Vid. 16 10.95 0.024 
Vid. 17 8.29 0.022 
Vid. 18 3.35 0.024 
Vid. 19 8.12 0.021 
Vid. 20 8.06 0.022 
Vid. 21 8.9 0.023 
Vid. 22 7.14 0.022 
Vid. 23 4.83 0.021 

Per frame execution time of the proposed method is also 
compared with similar works and the results are reported in 
Table 4. All the methods referenced for comparison purposes 
were recoded to test their execution time on our platform. 
Results show that the method realizes forgery detection faster 
than the others. The method in [17] reports their execution 
time on their dataset to be 0.127s per frame. However main 
drawback with this method is it necessitates block based 
comparison between frame pairs when the source video has 
many salient frames. Thus, processing time of their work can 
increase according to structural property of the source video. 
We also rerun all the methods for 100 times to obtain reported 
average running time. All the background processes were also 
stopped during execution of the proposed method and the 
others [2],[13],[17],[23]-[25]. 

Table 4. Comparison of the execution times. 

Method Execution Time (s/frame) 
Wang et al. [2] 294.67 
Lin et al. [13] 140.6 

Yang et al. [17] 0.38 
Singh et al. [23] 0.024 
Ulutas et al. [24] 0.01 
Ulutas et al. [25] 0.2 

Proposed Method 0.021 

We report average execution times because difference between 
the execution times of the works at each run is negligible. Our 
method gives better execution time performance when 
compared to others because our technique does not necessitate 
block-based detection approach during forgery detection 
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process. Main drawback with others is they have to make a finer 
comparison between frames especially source video consists of 
salient frames. However, our technique can provide better 
accuracy with a coarser approach. 

Experiments show that, the proposed method realizes frame 
duplication detection with higher accuracy with less execution 
time compared to similar works in the literature.  

5 Conclusion 

Video frame duplication forgery becomes the most 
encountered video forgery type in recent years due to its simply 
implementation. Many techniques have been proposed to 
detect duplication forgery. Two drawbacks of the methods are 
the slow execution time and low RR and DA values. In this work, 
we proposed a new frame duplication forgery detection 
method with enhanced execution time and improved detection 
accuracy. LDB is utilized to extract features from the frames and 
a new method is suggested to determine the distance between 
the copied and pasted frames. Experimental results show that 
the proposed method realizes forgery detection with improved 
PR, RR and DA values at lower execution times compared to  
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